Celebrity Break-Ups: Ronnie
Magro-Ortiz & Ex Jen Harley
Are ‘Peaceful Now’ After
Explosive Split

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, Jersey Shore‘s Ronnie Magro-Ortiz and his
ex Jen Harley are keeping things on the quieter side after a
surreal break up the end of last month, according to
EOnline.com. Unfortunately, many witnessed the heated fight
the two had on Harley’s Instagram Live feed. As you can
imagine after the vicious social media battle the celebrity
couple had, they called it quits. Magro-Ortiz eventually
apologized for the fight saying, “I acted out of my gut and

not rationally. I should’ve never acted in such a manor.”

This
celebrity
break-up
was
anything but drama-free, but Ronnie
and Jen are finally losing their
hot heads. What are some ways to
keep a break-up civil?
Cupid’s Advice:
Unfortunately, this celebrity couple couldn’t keep their break
up peaceful. Cupid has some advice:
1. Communication: Talk to each other! Instead of Ronnie and
Jen talking things out, they took to social media. Sit down
and have a civil conversation; take turns speaking and listen
to each other. Be sure to leave out the hurtful comments and
statements.
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2. Stay off social media: A relationship, for the most part,
only involves you and your significant other. Do not bring
your arguments and issues to social media. We will all
remember what happen with Ron and Jen. Someone once told me,
“never tell your friends what your significant other does,
because, when you are over it and move one, they will
remember.” Sounds about right.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Getting Over a Grudge
3. Compromise: Even if you don’t agree with breaking up,
remember that you both contributed to the relationship. To
keep things calm, listen and come up with a solution that you
are both happy with.

What are some other ways to keep the drama out of your breakup? Share your thoughts below.

